
Joanna Pollard: Fairtrade Foundation, National Campaign Council address:  

Joanna gave an enthusiastic address urging more people to become engaged in and show solidarity 

with Climate Change generally, in the lead up to COP 26. COP is shorthand for ‘Conference of the 

Parties’. The term COP refers to the supreme decision-making body of the United Nations Framework 

Convention on Climate Change as well as to the global talks on climate change matters. At these talks, 

governments negotiate the actions and rules for addressing climate change. There are also platforms 

outside the negotiations available to others to share information, build capacity and discuss policy 

solutions around climate change. 

She also implored more Fairtrade campaigners to become involved in the Big Green Week, arranged 

through the Climate Coalition, of which Fairtrade is a member. The UK government and those 

worldwide need to recognize the urgency to combat national and global carbon emissions. 

Big Green Week – 18th to 26th September 2021. 

Big Green Week is due to commence on the 18th to 26th September 2021. There is a new link on the 

Fairtrade website showing the Big Green Week webpage and links to “Add or Manage My Event”, 

“Resources”, “Training”, “Funding”, and other helpful material. The idea is that local Fairtrade Groups 

can work independently, liaise jointly with other Fairtrade Towns, or plan an event in conjunction with 

other “Climate Coalition” members like Friends of the Earth, in addition to local schools and churches. 

Support for Developing Countries 

Joanna utilized Fair Trade Africa as an example of where developing countries require support to enact 

and reinforce legislation in delivering climate change. Countries need finance to progress climate 

change action and programmes to achieve net zero carbon emissions. She stressed that western 

governments should NOT pass on adoption or adaptation costs to implement programmes which 

would affect small scale farmers adversely. Western governments should have dialogue with and 

understand the needs of farmers in low-income countries. African societies need to share information, 

data, and ideas across the continent. The location for COP27 in 2022 will be somewhere in Africa.  

Be Fair Climate Programme 

World governments have promised $100 billion to specifically finance climate change measures. 

Fairtrade farmers need to be: - 

a) included 

b) involved in the programmes 

c) work constructively with western governments 

d) The Be Fair Climate Scheme needs to have fair mitigation 

e) Fair adaptation 

f) Fair and achievable environmental rules 

g) Fair trade policies 

In the United Kingdom, Joanna suggested that the All-Party Parliamentary Committee Fairtrade Group 

should encourage MPs and more regions in the UK to have both net zero carbon emissions plans as 

well as persuading more local authorities to purchase Fairtrade products. 
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